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What do we mean by rubric?
A rubric is an auxiliary or intermediate document used between the assignment
sheet and a grade to provide feedback to the student.
It identiﬁes and describes the traits of the students’ work with varying levels of
speciﬁcity and is used to evaluate students’ work and prompt optional additional
feedback.
A rubric is an articulation of speciﬁc expectations that promotes a level of
standardization that can be helpful to instructors, individual students, classes as a
whole, and even departments— if there is regular discussion of rubrics among
colleagues.

Matching Rubric to Goals and Teaching Methods
There are many design
elements to choose from when
it comes to making a rubric.
Here a just a few options.
Consider which options best
suit your course goals and
teaching methods.

●

Minimal or detailed

●

Holistic or analytic

●

Generic or
task-speciﬁc/trait-speciﬁc

●

Grid or paragraphs (or questions)

●

Pass/fail or scale system

●

Adding points or subtracting
points

Three Types of Rubrics (of many!)
1

Holistic

Holistic rubrics describe the
overall effectiveness of the
assignment. It does not separate
the parts of the assignment but
views them as a whole and
evaluates how well each part
works together.
Holistic rubrics describe its
criteria through paragraphs that
describe each level of
effectiveness.

2

Generic analytic

Generic analytic rubrics are
designed to be used across
assignments, so they identify
criteria that can appear in a
variety of genres.
Generic analytic rubrics might
delineate the effectiveness of
ideas, organization, and use of
conventions, among other
foundational qualities through
the use of a grid structure or
questions.

3

Task-speciﬁc

Task-speciﬁc rubrics may be
formatted as holistic or analytic
rubrics, but their primary
purpose is to evaluate how well
the student accomplishes
speciﬁc tasks required of the
assignment.
The tasks evaluated should
provide the opportunity to
demonstrate proﬁciency of
learning goals.

Holistic Rubric
Features:
●

Discusses criteria as interrelated

●

Can be more efﬁcient than other types of
rubrics
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Analytic Rubric
Features:
●

Evaluates criteria separately

●

Easier to show weight assigned
to each criterion by point value
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Task-speciﬁc Rubric
or Primary Trait Analysis
Features:
●

Delineates
between speciﬁc
tasks or traits
speciﬁc to the
assignment

●

Can aid in
explaining
assignment
learning goals
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How to Design a Rubric
1.

Choose an assignment.

2.

Identify the criteria to evaluate.

3.

Explain this criteria either as a whole or
individually along an axis of “exceptional”
to “needs work” (or whichever evaluative
language you prefer).

4.

Choose how to present this information
and what values to assign.

5.

Get feedback — either from a colleague or
from your students.

6.

Continue revising this rubric over time!

How to Design a Trait-Based Rubric
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